For an ordinal a, let RS(a), the restricted second order theory of [a, < ], be the interpreted formalism containing the first order theory of [a, < ] and quantification on monadic predicate variables, ranging over all subsets of a. For a cardinal 7, RS(a, 7) is like RS(a), except that the predicate variables are now restricted to range over subsets of a of cardinality less than 7. <o=co 0 andcoi denote the first two infinite cardinals. In this note I will outline results concerning RS(ÛÎ, co 0 ), which were obtained in the Spring of 1964 (detailed proofs will appear in [8]), and the corresponding stronger results about RS(a, wi), which were obtained in the Fall of 1964.
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The binary expansion of natural numbers can be extended to ordinals. If x<2 a , let <f>x be the finite subset
<f> is a one-to-one map of 2a onto all finite subsets of a. Let Exy stand for (Bu) [# = 2 M Aw £<fcy], and note that the algorithm i+j = s, for addition in binary notation can be expressed in RS(a, co 0 ). It now is easy to see that the first order theory FT[2 a , +, E] is equivalent to RS(a, co 0 ), in the strong sense that the two theories merely differ in the choice of primitive notions; the binary expansion <j> yields the translation. Similarly, RS(a, 7) can be reinterpreted as a first order theory. We will state our results in one of the two forms, and leave it to the reader to translate. THEOREM As in [2 ] we actually obtain a complete survey over definability in RS(a, coi). In particular, the analog to Theorem 2 holds.
Define the a-behavior of an automaton 2Ï to be the set Bh(Sl, a) consisting of all input-signals i [,o a) which are accepted by %. Thus, the ct>-behaviors are the ordinary regular sets of finite automata theory. RS(a, <oi) .
The following problem remains unsolved: Is RS(coi) decidable? BIBLIOGRAPHY
